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The purpose of this note is to indicate a proof of the fact that the order of 
the antipode of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field has finite order. It 
has been shown [2], [5] that the order of the antipode of an infinité-dimensional 
Hopf algebra is not necessarily finite; and the order of the antipode is finite in the 
finite-dimensional case if the Hopf algebra is unimodular [1] or pointed and the 
ground field has prime characteristic [6] . Using the bilinear form introduced and 
studied in [3] we prove that the order is finite for any finite-dimensional Hopf 
algebra over a field. 

The bilinear form, integrals, grouplike elements, one-dimensional ideals, and 
the antipode are all related in rather intriguing ways. The proof of the finite 
order theorem is based on an explicit formula describing the fourth power of the 
antipode, as suggested by Theorem 5.5 of [1]. Full details will appear elsewhere [4]. 

1. The bilinear form. Let A be a finit e-dimensional Hopf algebra over a 
field k. Then the linear dual A* is also a Hopf algebra. An element x G A is 
called a left integral if hx = e(h)x for all h E A. In [6] it is shown that the space 
of left integrals is one dimensional, and if 0 ^ m G A* is 3. left integral then A* = 
A • m (hence A* is a free left .4-module). Let 0 =£ m E A* be a left integral. 
Then the associative bilinear form |3: A x A ~> k defined by p(a, b) = m(ab) is 
nonsingular. 

The bilinear form ($ lies at the foundation of the analysis of the antipode. 
Using it one can derive much information about bijective bialgebra maps as well 
(for example t = s2 where s is the antipode of A). If t: A -* A is any bijective 
bialgebra map then one can compute directly that j3(r(fl), b) = t%a, cot~l (b)) for 
some 0 =£ co E k. Thus the transpose t* of t with respect to the bilinear form ]3 
has a particularly nice characterization. Using the fact that t* = cjt~x it follows 
that the eigenvalues \l9 . . . , \ of t are also Xj" -1 co, . . . , X^co (in fact the 
relationship dim Ax = dim Ax__x holds for eigenspaces, X =£ 0). The invariant 
factors of t possess a high degree of symmetry dependent on co. 
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Now let x • m = e. Then x is a left integral. Let /?*: A* x A* -> fc be 
the bilinear form corresponding to x. Let ^(0) = m • a, (lr(a) = a * m, and let 
fy* and /?* be the analogues for 0*. Larson and Sweedler proved [3] that 

(1.1) s = j3r* © j3; where s is the antipode of A 

By generalizaing the notion of left integral and modifying (1.1) we are able 
to prove the main theorem of this paper. 

2. Integrals. From §1 recall A* — A • m where m is a nonzero left integral. 
If 17 G Alg(^4, k) then x • m = 77 for some x E A Notice hx • m = h • (x m m) 

= h • rj = r/ih)x • m so /zx = T](/I)X. Let L^ = {x G 4 : ftx = r\(h)x all / i € ^ } 
be the space of {left) r\-integrals. For g G GC4) = Alg(/1*, k) we define the space 
of left ^-integrals Lg in the same manner. Rn and R are defined in the obvious 
way. 

2.1. PROPOSITION. Lef A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field 
k. Then 

(a) AlgC4, k) -> {one-dimensional ideals ofA},ri h> L^t is bijective. 
(b) There exists a unique a G Alg^4, k) such that R^ = Lv = i?aT? /or a// 

1? G Alg(i4, *). 

Notice that a is in the center of G(A*) = Alg(A9 k), and that yl is unimodu-
lar if and only if some one-dimensional ideal of A is in the center of A. 

Let a G G(A) be the counterpart of a in 2.1. 

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with anti
pode s over a field k. 

(a) t* = a(a)t"1 for t = s2 and 0 as in §1. 
(b) IfxE Ln then s(x) = r\~l(a)<xri2 ~~* x. Thus if x is a left integral then 

s(x) = a —* x. 
(c) s(L^) = Ln if and only if vT2 = a. 

One interesting consequence of 2.2(c) is that G(A*) has odd order if and 

only if A has a unique one-dimensional ideal invariant under s. 

3. The main theorem. Let A, j3, /?*, a, and a be as in §§1 and 2. Denote 
by Aop the Hopf algebra obtained from A by "twisting" multiplication (e.g., h • fc 
= JtA; /*, fc G 4 ) , and by Acop the Hopf algebra obtained from A by "twisting" 
comultipUcation (e.g., d(h) = 2 fy2) fy^ for A G A). By formulating (1.1) for 
the Hopf algebras Aop, Acop and ( ^ ° P ) C ° P as well the following is proved: 

3.1. LEMMA. Let A be a finitedimensional Hopf algebra with antipode s 
over a field. 

(a) pr(s
2(h)) = Pfa - h) and 

(b) Pfa\h)) = Pr(a-1(h*-a-1)a)forheA. 
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From the lemma one computes pr(s
4(h)) = j3,(a --* s2(h)) = fyO2(a -* h)) = 

pr(a~l(a —w h "— a~1)a) so since j8 is nonsingular, 

(3.2) s\h) = fl"1^ - " h *- 0L~l)a for all h G A 

Since grouplike elements are independent the formula implies: 

3.3. THEOREM. The order ofthe antipode of'a finite-dimensional Hopf 'algebra 

over a field is finite. 

Sweedler has observed the theorem implies that the powers of s are semi-
simple operators in characteristic 0. Waterhouse [7] has recently shown that the 
theorem is true for finite Hopf algebras. 
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